USE OF FORCE SCENARIOS

**Berserk Husband**
A high-school employee feels unjustly terminated and confronts the administration. The situation goes from bad to worse, and he starts shooting. As a first responder, your priority is finding the shooter. This immerses students in a highly stressful situation and will test their skills to the limit.

**DUI Rural Area**
You and your partner stop a driver who appears to be under the influence. Your partner walks up to the vehicle when the driver suddenly backs up, knocking him to the ground. Situations range from an accidental slip of the foot -- causing the driver to hit your partner -- to a deadly shootout.

**Felony Warrant**
You and your partner are serving a warrant on a subject inside a residence. You are met at the door by his huge brother, who refuses to let you in. A great exercise in dealing with multiple assailants. Full-spectrum training in the use of lethal and less-than-lethal force.

**Car Chase**
After a lengthy chase, you stop an individual who was just involved in the shooting death of a fellow officer. Once out of the vehicle, situations range from “suicide by cop” to a shootout. A very intense, stressful training scenario.

**Foot Pursuit**
After a foot pursuit, you and a backup officer corner a burglary suspect. The suspect arms himself with a wooden club and threatens your partner. A great exercise in verbal skills and less-than-lethal weapon training, as well as for drawing a weapon smoothly and quickly.
**Canine Attack**  
Neighbors complained about a domestic dispute and possible spousal abuse. Arriving at the scene, you are met by the husband, who attacks you verbally. He walks away, then releases a vicious attack dog. This is a dynamic situation that will test your students’ reaction times and use-of-force decisions.

**Father/Daughter**  
Responding to a domestic call, you find a father savagely beating his teenage daughter. Your partner moves to rescue her, but is quickly overpowered and disarmed by the father. Split second decision-making is required, without harming innocent bystanders.

**Boyfriend/Girlfriend**  
You answer a domestic dispute call which has turned violent. Both parties are brandishing weapons and threatening each other. This situation is a rollercoaster of emotions and can escalate without warning. This scenario will test even seasoned veterans.

**Cop Beating**  
While driving with a friend, you spot an officer who is being attacked. This is a fast-paced exercise in which reaction time is critical. The speed and dynamics of this scenario are great tools for concealed weapons training.

**Vehicle Stop**  
You spot a vehicle with outstanding violations and initiate a traffic stop. The occupants are belligerent and verbally abusive. Situations range from the driver’s open-hand attacks to an ambush by the passenger. Students can sharpen their assertiveness skills in this highly charged scenario.

**Prisoner Transport**  
While transporting inmates, you and a fellow officer stop for a restroom break. Suddenly, your partner runs out of the rest facility screaming that an inmate has his firearm. This situation ranges from an attempted escape to total compliance.